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SYNOPSIS 
Chapter I is an introduction to the aims ~nd purpose, the 
methods used and the problems faced in conducting this research. 
Chapter II deals with the emergence of the charismatic 
Renewal in the world and in Mal~ysia . Certain important 
concepts of this study are defined here . The origin of the 
movement and its penetration anJ spread into the Malaysian 
society, especially into the established churches, are also 
discussed . 
Chapter III introduces the groups under study . A general 
idea of the forms of worship and activities participated by the 
followers of t..he charismat ic movement are shown here . 
Chapter IV is an investigation of the backgrounds ~nd 
recruitment of the leaders and members of the various CharisJatic 
groups in Malacca . The aim of this chaµter is to give the reader 
an understanding of the types of people who are attractcJ to 
such movements . 
Chapter V gives some insights into the workings or the 
Charismatic groups in Malacca, such a~ the form1tion oI' the 
groups, the organizational structure, the financial situation, 
conflict and soli<larity between the groups, links cind aCfiliation 
between the grour~ and Lnurches ~nd the role of the priests· in 
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the Charismatic Renewal . 
The conclusion offers plausible explanations of the growing 
popularity and the soread of the Charismatic Renewal Movement in 
Malaysia . This is the main aim of the study . 
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SINOPSIS 
Dub I jalall pe11genalnn kepad-3 Lujuan - tujuan,metode -
metode yang d.igunclkc.in dun masaal1h - masaalah yr...ing di!1adaµi 
semasa menjalanl<an kajian ini . 
Bab II rr.engemukakan perge r akan ' Charismatic Renewal ' 
dalam dunia dan di Ma lays i. a. Konse p - konse p terten t1.l yang 
pentir1g dalam kajinn irii didefinasikan dalam bab ini. 
Kelal1iran dan 1Jeny,erapan pergerakan ini ke dalam ma.;yar'nV.at 
Malaysia, terutarnanya kedalam gereja - gereja tetap Juga 
dibincangkan . 
Bab I 1J i a lat1 sa tu peny iasa tan la I.a r be laknng da11 
penyertaan pernimpin - pernirnpin dn.11 ahli - ahli kumpulan -
kumpulan Charismatic di Melaka . Tujua11 bab ini i~lah supaya 
memberi si - pembaca satu pengertlan mengenai Jeois - jenis 
orang yar1g te1~tarik kepada pe r gerakan i ni . 
Bab IV mengkajl dengan lebitl dalam lagi kegiatan -
kegiatan kumpulan - kumpu l an Charismatic di Melaka, seµerti 
pembentukan kumpulan - kumpulan, stuktur o r ganisi , keadaan 
kewangan, pertentangan dan penyatuan di antara kumpulan -
kumpulan, pertalian dan perhubungan di anta r a kumpulnri -
kumpulan dan ge r eja - gereja dan peranan pend i ta - pendita 
dalam pergerakan ' ·harismatic Renewal '. 
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Bab penutup memberi penghuraian - penghuraian untuk 
menje l askan perkembarigan populariti dan penyerapan pergerakan 
' Charismatic Renewal ' di Malaysia . Ini ialah tujuan utama 
kajian ini . 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
AIMS AND PURPOSE 
l n their study, Gerlach and Hine (1970 : 2) have stated 
that , "A second wave, ofte1'n Ca I led ~?eo - Pentecostalism or 
the Charismatic Renewal, attained sufficient proportions to 
make newspaper headlines du r ing the 1950's and is still going 
on . It is attracting people from a wide range of socio -
economic and educational backgrounds and is spreading into major 
protestant denominations as well as into Catholicism . The 
established Pentecostal Churches are enjoying an increase in 
membership that outstrips all other denominations in the United 
States .......... as well as in Latin America ... . ... . . . .. .. .. '' 
This "second wave" 0r religious revivals or the Ch~risria.t.ic 
Renewal, as it is more commonly known , has found its way into 
Malaysian society . The recent y1;ars have seen the 0mergcnce of 
not a few but many Charismatic groups all over Malaysia indicating 
its increasing popularity among Malaysian Christiaris. The 
purpose of th is research is to study the Char h;ma ~ i c Henewa l 
Movement in Malaysia, partjcularly in Malacca . for this purpose, 
five Charismatic groups ln Malacca were chosen an~ their various 
aspects studied. 
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The main aim of Lllis :.>tudy is to ol'fer a plausible 
explana&ion of the growing popularity and the spread of 
the Charismatic Renewal in Malaysia . More specifl~ally , 
this research aims nt gaining some insights into the workin ,s 
of the Charismatic groups in Malacca - who are the people who 
joiri these groups? What is the organizational structure of 
these groups? ~ho runs these groups? Where do they get 
finar1cial support to run these groups? Are they nccepted by 
the established Churches? - these are only some of the question~ 
that are µose<.J i11.tl1ts -study . It is hoped that tile information 
gathered will shed some light 0n the Charismatic Renewal 
Movement in Malaysia . 
Academically, although much has been written on the 
Charismatic Renewal Movement in the We!.ltern ~lorl.J by weste rn 
authors, it remains a field that has not been thcroughly 
researched and compa r ative ly little has been done especially in 
the Malaysian cor1text . Although the Charismatic Renewal Movement 
has been in existence for quite some time now, it has only 
become increasingly popular and active in recent years ~nd t1enc~, 
it can be considered a relatively new religious phenomenon . It 
is a social phenomenon that cannot be ignored nor considered as 
just a passing trend or fancy . Indeed , the Charismatic Renewal 
Movement has every inclination and indication of being here to 
stay in Lhe Christian 1..iorld . As noted by Lee and Ackerman 
(1980 : 809) and Ge~lach and Hine (1970 : 2- 3), the Movement is 
• . . 3 
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still progressing and has proved to be successful . This success 
is r eflected in its world - wide membership and , its spread across clas~ 
lines and into the major Protestant denominations as well as into 
Catholicism . The Movement ha~ re~ulted in the formation of many 
Independent groups which meet i n converted theate r s , homes, church 
basements , campuses of colleges and universities , etc . 
MSTHODS OF RESEARCH 
In this study, the main method of research was participant -
observation . In its :nos t genera 1 form , part i cl pant - observation 
in vol ves a ''prolonged, multifaceted , face - to - face encounter between 
the observer and the members of a community that Js desisned to 
e l i c i t t he i r o r i 1~ n tat, i on to t he i r :.; o c i a l m i li e u" 
Me r ton 19 ) . ~or the authropological study of reljgious belief, 
Schwartz (1970 : 27) has claimed that '' regardless of the structural 
complexity of th~ society in which fieldwo r k is uridertaki.;ri , 
part ic i part - observation is the method par excel lenc"~. ror the 
empirica l investit.~CJtion or' !:>ys t ems of meaning . " II. was also witl1 
the i n tent i o 11 o f be i n g rec e i. v e d and a cc e pt e d ea s i 1 y i n to t 11 e v a r i o us 
Charismatic groups that this method was chosen . 
Du r ing the course of my two - month research, I attended as 
many Cha r j .1rnatic meetings as I could . During the:;;c rrieet. i r1c;s, I tried 
as fa r as possible to participate fully . The participation includecl 
singing , clapping and raising of hands and the saying of' prayer~ . 
. . . 4 
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Due to the short period of my research, I managed to locate 
and attend the meetings of only five Charismatic grouµs of which 
three were made up of Catholic Charismatics, one of Anglican 
Charismatics and the cth~r of Pentecostal Charismatics . !Although 
the word "Charismatic" brings to mind certain ·~ll~ra< ter~st..irs or 
elements of Pentecostalism , the term "PentE:costal Ctiarismatics" 
is used here more for convenience of identifying the group . By 
this term, I mean that most of the Charismatics in this grou11 come 
from established Pentecostal Churches) . 
Interviews were also conducted with the Charismatics and priests 
from tl1e different Christian denominations. The interv:iews with the 
priest~ were all recordc.;;d on tape and transcribed . llowever, all my 
interviews with the Charismatics were not recorded. This is because 
most of the questions asked were personal questions. Taping the 
interviews could have prevented my r espondents from revealing certain 
information that could prove important to the collection of data 
for this research . Also, by not taping the conversations, this was 
an added assurance that what they said would not be used ~gainst 
them. Before the start of any interview, my respondents wcr~ assured 
that their identity would not, under any circumstances, be revealed. 
During the inform~l interviews ~ith the Charismatics, que~tions 
from a questionnaire were also asked. The questionnaires were 
comprised or fifteen open - ended quest i or1s. (See Appendix I) Forty _ 
two questionnaires were completed . Tl1e sample of re~pondcnts were 
selected from the varjous Charismatic grour>s I had join~d. 
. .. :, 
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PROBLEMS FACED 
Initially, there did not appear to be any problem9 for I 
managed to locate the va"ious Charismatic groups falrly easily . 
Also, the Charismatics welcomed me quite warmly into theJr circles . 
However , their readiness to accept m~ into their groups can be 
questioned for as I learned later, just about everybody and anybody 
is welcome to join the Charismatic meetings . This is the vlew held 
by nearly all the leaders of the groups that I had joined. Although 
I made it known to all . the leaders of the various groups that I was 
a student from the University of Mal<.1va anc.i 1t1as conducting a study 
on the Charismatic Renewal, l was nevertheless still welcome<J to 
join in the meetings. Howev\'r , to t.l1e leaders of so1ne group..,; , I 
1t1 u ::; no t read i l y accept Gd . Th i s I f o u n d out l a t er i n t he c <i u rs e o f 
my research. 
The first problem I encountered was in tracing the Charismatics 
when they dispers~d aJ'ter the meetint ..; . Because I arr1 an Anglican , 
it was ;easy to get in touch with the Catholic and Pen teco~ta 1 I r10 t.. 
Charismatics for, apart from being of different denominations, I 
hardly knew them . Hence, the only time I could talk to them or make 
an appointment to see them later in the week was before or after the 
meetings which were held on an average of once a week. Except for 
tl1e Portugu~se Eurasian Charismatics who live us one community in 
the Portuguese SettleMent, the other• Charidmatics (especially the 
Pentecostal Chari smutic3) were disperse<! all over Mcila~ca . 
. .. 6 
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The r:iain problem I faced was tile hostility express ed by some: 
of the Charismatics toward.J me . <...ould not get a per •;onaJ interview 
with the leader of the Pentecostal CharlsmaLic gr·oup. Tt1e leader 
did not wisl1 to disclose any information with regards t.o hi~ grouµ 
ror he feared tt1a t T would use it to de fame him or his group. 
When I assured 11irn that I had no sue h intent ions, he s<tid that 
pe1·haps my Supervisor had these very same intention~ !! Furthermore, 
he was waiting for the registration of his group to come through 
(this is in accorda11c e with the Malaysian Societies Act Regulatlon 
1981) and because of .lhat ,- he did not want anything to get in the 
way . Before I met t:lle leader of this group, there was a Pentecostnl 
Charism1tic who tlad consented to an interview uut at a later date. 
0 n t h e d a y o f t II e i n t:. c r v l e w ( a r t e r l 11 a cl me t w i t, 11 t 11 u 1 e ,1 d e r o f' 
this group my res1>ondent bega11 to feel very ill at ease: and in 
the end , she objec Lad t.o tl1e interview . 
Another instanre when l met with open hostility wti..; with the 
leaders of one of the Catholic Charlsmatic groups. One of them, 
who although object~d to an interview on her personal ~xperiences, 
consented to an interview regar ding the Charismatic Renewal and 
t he g r o u p to w ll i ch s IH~ be 1 on gs . However , i n t he course o f t he 
interv iew , she begar1 to show r eluctdnce in answering my questions . 
Late r, I found out that this r espondent (whom one of tl1c Charismatics 
had described as be1 ng ''hypersensitive" to such issues l !lad brought 
the matter up in one or the many meetings lleld n.:gularly by the 
leaders of this grou1>. There , as I was informed later, she had 
accused me of subtlely imrilying that there was rivalry among the 
.. . 7 
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various Catholic Charismatic groups in Mal;.icca . f\3 it turr:ed out 
and as I ~xpecte<I, the rest of the l t:.!aders '#horn J l nter'J icwed 
after this incident were very cautious when answering the questions . 
Although these respondents answered all my questions ttncl hence 
the collection of my data was not greatly affected in that r·esµect, 
it neverth~less raised certain doubts of the possibility or more 
information being gaLllered through the voluntary cooper at i f) 11 of 
these respondents. A1so , some of Uie leackr::> w110 prior t<:> t.he 
incident w<:?re ver•y f'riendly with me , turned quite unfrit..:ndly and ont=> 
o r t hem e v en pa s s e ti a f' cw :::; arc a s t i c rem a r k s a b o u t me '-• n <J th c 
research I was working on , saying ~tiat I v.:as askirig " silly ques~ions" 
To these people ( tl1e leaders of the Pentecostal unci the Catholic 
Charismatic groups), I was seen as a threat . However, in ..;pi Le of 
all the hostillt.y toward3 me , I was stlll allowed t.o join Lhe 
meetings . As fol' all my other re:.;pondents , they were very c.oope rativ 
and t1e1 pr u l . 
. .. 8 
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CHAPTER rwo 
THE EMERGENCE OF THE CllARISMATJC RC:NEWJ\L 
Penteccistali:.;m originc1ted ir1 the United Stat<:.:~; at tlte turn of 
tile c~n:.ury. lt has spread with remarkable succes~; to Eur·ope, Latin 
America and to many countries in Africa and Asi& (Gerl8ch and Hine 
19'70 : 1) . 1 In the 19~0's it became <J. "religious revival'' anti was 
kn• wn as N~o - J'entl!costalism . It i !~ now more commonly known as 
tht..: Chari..;matic Rent!wt.11. This wav(;; of revivali!Hn has penetrated 
into the '3t. r·i ct rl;ligious norms of' Catnol ic i 3m and major· Protestan~ 
denominations . In tile Cllc:irismatic Movement, there is no clear 
co:.ceµt of' external tiUthority and tile ·,i!Jole religious mode of 
believing is tm·nrd.· the affective pole> , that is, it~; c~xpc--1·ience 
and its emotion!>. It.::.. wor!.>t1ippers ;Jt•t.: not boun<J by ~tr i ct rules , 
nor tti s , r i tu ~t 1 s , pro c e du r ·cs or tr ad i t i on:.; t ha t a re i n he re n t i. n m 8 i n -
line church1 Jn a consta~tly changing society, there is a 
desire for the t're~don. to break with traditions , to alter old i-Jay s 
or doing things u11J to int.reduce innovations . The Cl1arismatic 
Renewal ofrers this break with tradit ion and the freedom of worship 
an<J expression is continually emphasizP.J . Thus , the Movement. 
becomes attractive Lo some but arc rejected by otherG . 
The distinction Lhal sets Pentecost&lisrn apart from conventional 
Cr1ristianity is the " Bapti~m of the lloly Spirit " Wl.t.:re, lH1e wllo is 
baptised in the Spirit will receive onE:, ::;ome or all of the nine 
gifts of the Spirit. . Glossolalia or " ~peaking in t..cmgues" is the 
.. , 9 
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most p r ominent and the most sought after by its altl1erents . 
G lo::; so lali <1 is " the utterance of st reams of soun<ls wl1ic h <ire 
uniutelligible Lo boLh speaker and listener but •,1hicll Peutecostals 
call a " heavenly langua i,e " and consid~rcd Lo be the lloly Spirit 
acting through U1•"m" (Gerlach and lline 1970 : 2) . It ha~3 been 
said that "speaking in tongues " often helps those wtio are nt a 
loss ror " human '.-JOrd!> " when p r aying . Somo:: Charismatic~ l1ave even 
claimed t hat because " speaking in tongues " is a divine language , 
it se rv es to confuse the devil . 2 
The Cnari smati c Benewal is a Pentf~costal Movement and it is riot 
to be co n fused with the l..!Stablished Pentecostal Church . The former 
.is a r e l atively recent reJigious phenomenon while the latter has 
long been es t..a bl i sl1ed . Tt1!..! Pentecostal Movemen L is run 1'1 rge ly by 
laymen who hold other full - time jobs . This Movement ha~ not been 
fully accepted by the Catholic Church and other majo~ Protestant 
denominations . On tl1e other hand , ttie establist1cu Pentec.ostal 
Church is run by organised cle r gies who work full - time ror the 
Church a nd has long been accepted as a major Pr otestant der1omination . 
To define the t.erm " Charismatic Renewal " we shall first have 
to examine tl1e word '' cha r isma ". lt is a te r m first used in sociology 
by Max Wet~r ttrnt literally means " a gift divine or of spiritual 
o r igin". According to Gerlach and Hine (1970 : 39), this quality 
'' endows an individual with the power or persuasive inf 1 ueiice ove r 
Othe r s and inspires dt;pErndcnt faith and personal loyalty 1!1 his 
followers ". Dorothy Emmet (1958) st.ates that the " Cl1ari.smatis·t '' 
... 10 
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is one who strenftllens those he inf'luences, ir1spiring ttlc:m t.o 
work on tt1eir own intti<itive . The heightening ol' t:.hi~ inner· 
power, she maintains, can be conveyed from one Charisrnatist 
to anot!rnr . According Lo Kelsey (1964 : 78) , a Charismntic 
life is one into which the Christiat1 who receives spiritual 
baptism and speaks in tongues will enter, and into which he is 
opened to receive all the gifts of the Spirit . Thi.; i'iover.:ent 
is a renewal for it sign1f'ies tile " born - again" or tr<1nsrormative 
iuality or a Christian who seeks Salvation through the Baptism 
of the Holy Spirit . 3 Thus , in broad outlines , the Charismatic 
Renewal is a religious revival tl1at emphasises the " born - again" 
quality or a Ct1ristian and the powet' and acceptance of' Lhe 
"Baptism or t.111.1 l!(Jly Spir·Lt ". The emphasis is also placed on 
the charisma of the born - again Christian which is to lead others 
to the Movement, the Spirit and ultimately to salvatior1 . 
Because the Pentecostal Movemerit is being frowned upon mainly 
by the conventional an<I traditional Christian ClJUrches, most 
Charismatic groups remain " hidden '1 especially Lllose f'rorn the 
Catholic aod main Protestant denominations (wlth the exception 
of t.he Pentecostal Church) . Hence , it is difficult to estimate 
the number of Charismatics in the world . However , tot.al world 
membe r ship in the Pentecostal Movement has been estimate<! by 
various researchers at between eight and twelve million (Gerlach 
and Hine 1970 : 3) 4 
This Pentecostal Movement was believed to have been 
... 11 
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introduced into West Malaysia since the 19'{0 ' s. llowever, it was not 
until recently (in the last five years or so) that it has become 
increasingly active and has gained popularity and converts from non -
Muslim re 1 igions . The Pen tecosta 1 Movement involves rr.d inly the 
Chinese, Jndians and Eurasians . In Malaysia, it is illegal for 
Christians, Hindus or i3uddl'lists to proselytize Muslims. All Malays 
u re Mus l i rn s by b i rt h and because o I' t he l e g a l comp l i ca t i on., i n v o l v e d , 
there is an implic.1t understanding among the leader~· or tr1c 
Ct1<1rismatic groups to turn away intl~reste<I ilnlays. (Lee 0:1d 
Ackerman 19bC : 810, o ?) . 
From!!:~' int.ervit.:.,JS with ti1e Ch~rismi..itics and pr·iests, l have 
gathered that among the Catholic Cl1arismaUcs, the Movcr:.ent is 
pr a c t i s e d q u i t e op 8 r11 y for i t ha s b c en s :l i d t ha t t tic Pope has open l y 
declared his approval and accep tance of such a Movement . Iri West 
Malaysia itself , there are quite a rew Catt10lic Charisn1atic priests 
and the Charismatic Renewal Movernert among the Catholics has reached 
t I l Ch . t. . t 5 a s age w i·~re tier~ is eve:n a a r 1sma 1c pries, i1carJ j ne the 
Clla r·ismatic Henewal Movement in the souther·n state.:> . lt is interest.in 
to note that the Charismatic Renewal among the Catholics has rcrr:ained 
within the Catl!olic Church itself. l n my i n t c r v i e w w l Lt l F c:.t t Ii t;: r 
Andrew , parish priest of Christ Churcn Malacca , he hacl remarked , 
II Inter~t1ngly, this sort or splitting away tius been 
largely preventtjd in the Roman Catholic Church bccau!:)e 
they do have an authority structure so instead of driving 
people awoy, it in fact brings them in, Hid meml>ers at 
maximum increase, and the life of the Church is enhanced . . . 
. . . ) 2 
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In spit•.:: of its acceptance by t;.lie Catholic CIJurch, there are 
still many Catllol1c pl'lests and Catholics who cannot &cc~pt an<.I 
acknowledgE: the Ci1arismatit: Renewal Movement . Tr1e!;e ar·e tl.e 
traditionalists who a r·e not prepared to accept any chane;r~ in their 
form or worship nor· in r.heir belief's . 
Among the l\ngJicar ·, dlt:.hough it has been said tnat t.he re 
are many Anglican Charismatics spread all over We9t Mal~y ~ia , they 
remain a " hidtil11 " group. The Charismatic Renewal Movement tia~ yet 
to be approved and acknowledged by the Anglican Bishop of West 
Malaysia . In fact, it has been officially cliscouragecl. The 
percei v ed vi~w is that in the Anglic<rn Ct1urc!1, there is c:in auLhority 
problem a nd the Charismatic Renewal is ::;e1~n as a way of' e!.icuping 
from its control. Said Father Andrew, 
" ch a r i s mat i c Christ i an it y is Eu thus i as t i c C ti r i st i an i t y 
.... . . bec::iuse Jt tends Lo be cmot.ionally cnt.tn!siast.ic 
and therefore anti - authority , it is often seen as a 
threat by the Church est.ablisllments and as in this 
country, tile Anglican Church - it. is f'l'ow1~ed upon ..... 11 
For these reason~.; , many itngli<. •. rn Char]smdtics are keeping a 
low profi l e for rear vf' being expelled by the Anglican Church . 
Many or them t1avi:~ taktJn part in the activities of' other Charismatic 
groups . Some have even lef'L the Anslican Church !'or other Chu r ches 
where L hey as Ct1ar i sria ti cs a re accepted. 6 To date , there is no 
.. : 13 
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known Anglican pri1:.:st in West Malaysia wt10 is n Cha.ri~;matic . 
The Pentecostal Charismatics make up a larg~ µercenLage 
or the total number of Charismatics in Malaysia . This gr·oup of 
Ch a r i s ma t. i c s boas 1, s o r w i n n i n g a gr e ;1 t number o f con v er- t .... f' r o rr. 
non - Muslim religions . Apart from t.his, lt ls n1so winning 
ove r a large numbei• or Charismatic3 l'rom ot..her denomination.::; . 
It is therefore not surprising to find a "mixed" denominational 
7 group of Chari smc.1Lics in any Penteco8ta1 Charismatic meetLng. 
Because of its very class ties in terms of ideology and forms 
of worsh ip , this group of Charismatics receive the biggc~t 
support an<l encou ragerr.en t from the cs tau l i shed Pen t.ecos ta 1 
Cllurche!.l . 
There a1·e Charismatics from othe r Protestant !JF.rnorniriat-ions, 
for example , the Mcthoclist Church , the Brethren Church, the 
Evangelical Free Church etc . Due to the limited tillle or my 
re ->ea rch, I was unable to conduct n closer study of' t.hese 
Charismatics . However, they cannot be ie;nored for they constitute 
quite a large percentuge of' the tot.al number of' Charisn.at.ics 
in West ~hlaysia . 
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FOOTNOTE:.> 
l. A " religious revival " is a demu11stration to itH..licat,e the 
re - err.ergence and renewal of a subslulng fot'm of worship 
and bl!lief. Penteco..,t.alism ha::; long lh:e11 considered by the 
main - line Cr1urches (Catholic and Protestant} as an 
outdated pract1se . As such, tile Pentl.:COsLal Movement has 
generally been viewed as a revival of first - century 
Christianity . 
2 . In the Cl1ari~;n1at.ic Henewal Movement and especially among 
the Pentecostal Clw. r i!;matic group I had joined, t!H.::re tias 
been an over - emphasis on the gift or tongues. In l 
Cori 11thians Chapter 12 verse 8 1 t he girt of toneue!:: is not 
the most J~portant of the nine gifts (i . e . wisdom , ~nowledge, 
faith 1 hea 1 i ng, mi racl t.s , prophecy , di .scernmen t., tongues 
and interpretation) . In fact, it occupies the eighth place 
in the scale or i111port.unce . Member..; in two Catl1ol ic. 
Char i.3ma tic groups t l1a t I had observed have di scouragect it 
in the meetings C'or as they had said, "The gift or tor.gues 
givt:s satisi'uct.ion only to the one who has received it. . 
Unles~ it can be interpreted , it is virtually useless to 
the spiritual growth of the group . " (I Corinthians C~1apter 
14 Vl.'!rst:: 2 - Li) This view is also ~hared by all threi; 
pr iests I had interviewed . However , the Pent~costal 
Char ism at i c leader nad argued that alt hough it. 1:my seum the:;; 
least. impo r t·rnt or the nine gifts , it is nevertheless the 
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easiest i:,o at:.L.ain and iC God had bestowed the e'f"L upon 
the Christian, should the Christian then not use it to the 
fullest? As an example of the over - ernµhasiB placed on 
this g1 ft, one of ·ny respondents, a devout and educat.ed 
Christian wllo although had received other gifts but not 
the gift of tongues , went in sea r ch of ways to attair1 it . 
She tried to imitate the people who spoke in tongues but 
failed to receive the gift . As a last r esort and out of 
desperation, sh(; "blackmailed" God . One day, while she was 
praying , she told llim that she would not move from her 
position unt:.il He bestowed the gift of tongues upon her . 
This He did and she has felt elated and full of happiness 
since that day. 
3 . In Ch1·istianity, there are two forms or baptism that is. 
baptism with water and baptism of the Holy Spirit . Baµtism 
with water (usually associated with infant baptism) is a 
forrri1J recognition tirnt a person has 1..rntered into the Church 
and ) n to the C ll r i st i an Wo r 1 d . " Ba pt.: i !.> m of the II o 1 y Sp i r i t " 
is an "infilling" of the Spirit in which the Christian is 
opened to receive the giCts of' the Spirit . The latter is 
the more important of tlie two and one need not be baptined 
with water in order to be baptised in the Spirit . 
4 . However, there is a possibility that the membership of this 
Movement today is more than the estimated figure of 1970 for 
this Movement has µroved successful and popular• . 
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5 . This Priest is of French descent and is currently attached 
to the parish of a Catholic Church in Segambut , Kuala 
Lumpur . He was r·ormerly t he parish priest of one or the 
Cat l1ol ic Church1.3::; in Malacca and was one of the mci in leaders 
r esponsible f'or the growth of the Charismatic Renewal 
Movement among t.he Catholics in Malac( a . 
6 . Although tllese Anglican Cha r ismatics have left the Anglican 
Churct1 , they ~;t;ill id~nt:fy t hemselves a!i Anglica11s . 
7 . In the Pentecostal Charismatic group that I had observed, 
there we r e Cl1ar·ismatics f r om four denominations tnat is , 
Anglicans , Mc::thol1 is t , l~re thren and Pentecos t[.t l . Tl1cre 
we r e also non - Cl1 1•i:.;t.ians who atLencJ1·d tbcse: P\.!11L~ cost.al 
Charismatic mi''\.!t:.ings , that is, r:iait1ly Hindus , Buddhists, 
Toaists and ' free - thinke r s '. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE CHARJSMATlC RENEWAL MOVEMENT IN MALACCA 
INTRODUCTION TO GROUPS 
Du r ing the course of this r esea r ch , only five Charismatic 
groups were selected and studied . Th r ee of the groups were 
comprised of Catholic. Charismatics, one or Anglican Char•ismalics 
and t he other of Pentecostal Charismatics . 
The tt1ree Catholic Charismat t c g r·oups thot I had observed 
are all found within Malacca town . 1 'flle "Divine Light " group 
is madE:! up of Tamil - speaking members while the " Holy Baptism" 
group is made up of English - speaking members . The "Spirit 
Within" group is comprised main ly of the Portuguese Eurasiar.s 
from the Portuguede SuLtlement . The prayer meetings 01· this 
group are conducted in simple English as Christang (a Portuguese 
dialect) is the moLl1\;;1' tongue of these people and their under -
standing or t·he English lanrsuage is limited . 2 Nearly all the 
members from these ttiree Catholic Charismatic groups come from 
St . Pat r jck ' s Church . 3 The "Holy Baptism" and the " 3 >irit 
Within '' groups hold their meetings every Friday at 8 . 00 p . ~ . 
while the members of the " Divine Light'' group meet once a 
fortnight on Tuesdays at ' . 30 p . m. Some of the rnemb~rs r~om the 
"Divine Light " Jroup also attend the meetings of tht. " !'• ly Baptism" 
. . . 18 
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group . The prayer me~tings are held in the school halls of 
the two Catholic schools . 
To date, there are five Catholic Charismatic groups in 
Malacca, two of whict1 I did not observe . However, I have gathered 
information on these two groups and they should be mentioned in 
order to give the r·eade r a complete picture of the Charismatic 
Movement among the Catholics in Malacca . 
One of these t~o groups is a Chinese - speaking group and 
it is made up mainly of schoolboys l'rom one of the Chinese urban 
schools in Malacca . This group is led by a Brethren from China 
who is currently teaching in the school . This group is made up 
also of members from a nearby Chinese Catholic Chur~h and Chinese -
speaking members f'rom St . Patrick ' s Church . The other group is 
found in Ayer Salak. ~ The prayer meetings are conducted in 
English and the grouµ is led by a nun (who comes from tl1e Chinese 
Catholic Church referred to earlier) and one of the members of 
St . Pat r ick ' s Church. 
The PLnlecostal Chari~matic group meets on the average or 
twice a month . The meetings are usually held in the home of one 
of the leaders. Because most of lts members are from different 
denominations and l'eligions , circulars rire sent. out to notif'y 
them of tl"!e next meeting . More of'ten than not, the meetings are 
usually notified by word of mouth . Unlike the Catholic Charismatic 
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groups where there is a fixed time, day and place for the meetings. 
The Pentecostal Charismatic meetings are usually dependent on 
the availability or a guest speaker. The meetings arc conduct~d 
in English. 
The Anglican Charismatic group is a very small group 
comprising only seven to nine members. This group meets 
privately in any one of the member's house . However, these 
private meetings are rarely conducted . The open meetings that 
they have in the Chu.rch premises consist mainly of Bible 
di scu~s ion and /or sha 1· i ng or spiritual experiences. The Ang 1 ican 
Charismatics usually attend the meetings held by other Charismatic 
groups(Catholics and Pentecostal). There is no formal name for 
the group . 
There are other Charismatic groups in Malacca. Due to 
limited time, no attempt was made to trace them . 
FORMS OF WORSHIP 
Generally, tl1e order of worship for al l the groups is 
similar . The prayer meetings are always started off with songs 
of praise . This is followed by prayers of praise and thanks . 
A few more songs are sung before the sermon (or message) is 
delivered . The petition or prayers of need are then said . The 
prayer meetings then end with songs of praise . 
. . • 20 
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The l'orm of worship , howe ver, varies f'rom one group to 
another . In the Divine Light and Spirit Within groups , the 
speaking of tongues is not encouraged. Both these groups are 
made up of people with a low educational background and as such, 
the leaders of both groups feel that the members may not fully 
under stand the gifL of tongues . Instead, they may be frightened 
by it . Furthermore, bot:.h groups feel that speaking ir. tongues 
is by itse1r·, not an asset to the spiritual growth of the group 
if it cannot be interpreted . However, it appears that some 
members tiave received the gift of tongues t.houe;h no attempts have 
been made to publicise it. In the case of the 1-loJy Baptism and 
Pentecostal Charismatic groups , glossolalia is practised openly . 
In the Pentecostal Charismatic group, speaking in Longues has 
become the central focus or the believer ' ~ religio~s activity . 
Gerlach and Hine (1970 : 16) have defined a Pentecostal group as 
" any g r oup in which speaking with tongues is acce ptl~d as a 
manifestation of the Baptism or inf'illing of the Holy Spirit and 
in which its practice is valued or encouraged by members . " It 
is the r efore not surprising to hear glossolaltc uLLerances during 
most parts of the Pentecostal Charismatic meetings. Among the 
Catholic Ci1arisma tic groups , the lloly Ba pt ism group is the only 
group which encourages glossolalia in the prayer meetings . It 
is also noted that most of the members in this group are from 
the middle and upper classes . The question that arises from 
these findings is, why do the members of the Holy Baptism group 
display their gift of tongues while the other two Catholic 
... . 21 
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Charismatic groups do not make an attempt to, even &nough 
they profess to have received the gift? All three groups 
maintain that the gift of tongues does not contribute to the 
spi~itual growth 01· the group without the aid of interpretation. 
One suggestion is tilat members of the lower class are usually 
resigned to their fate . Humility is a key quality a:nong the 
lower· class . Becaus\:! of their low educational background, thelr 
concepts and ideas of the world and their beliefs are somewhat 
limited . Bence , the gift or tongu<:!s is received and accE:pted 
without question . To the·middle and upper classes, goal seeking 
and status achieven.e11t are major concern!J . In the context of' 
this study, this pr8occupation could have been elevated from a 
mundane to b spiritual level . To these people then, the gift of 
tongues may be an indication of a higher status, hence, its 
ostentatious display when the gift is obtained . As pointed out 
by Schwartz (1970 : 175) , '' . . . .. Spirit Baptism confers unique 
prestige t111d that t.ho~;c who achieve something in other spheres 
of life are beginning to realise that this worship is consonant 
with their position in society . . . .. " 
Unlike the solemn hymns of the established Churches, the songs 
of praise that are sung during thest: Charismatic meetings are more 
"modern " with a relatively fast rhythm. All the songs are 
repeatedly s ung. The songs contribute largely to the emotional 
state of tr1e worsilippers. As observed, some songs may have a 
relatively fast beat at the start but towards the end, they 
gradually slow down and build up, leading to a crecendo . At this 
point , the notes are l1eld and the worshippers would break out in 
22 
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tongues . This may last a full minute or so after which the 
worshippers would gradually calm down . 5 In the Pentecostal 
Charismatic group, the members are more expressive. They would 
speak loudly in tongues and raise, wave or clap their hands and 
praise the Lord with phra~es like "Priase the Lord", "Halleluyah", 
"Amen ", "We worship you Lord ", "We love you, Lord" l:tc. In the 
Holy Baptism group, this phenomenon is on a milder level. The 
raising and clappir.g of hands appears to be a spontaneous action 
in the Pentecostal Charismatic group . On the other hand, in all 
three Catholic Cllarismatie groups , the clapping and raising of 
hands is not a spontaneous action. When it does occur, it appears 
to be unnatural an<I hesitant . A possible explanation of this is 
that the clapping of hands has long been frowned upon by the 
established Catholic and Protestant Churches for reasons which 
are not clear . These Charismatics may still be, to some extent, 
bound by tradition. In all the groups , the songs and singing 
are accompanied by one or more musical instruments. 
During the sermons or messages, the passages most often 
cited are those in Acts and Corinthians for it is in these two 
books that the day of Pentecost and the Baptism of the Holy Spirit 
are emphasised . In the Pentecostal Charismatic group, sermons 
and messages are delivered usually by guest speakers . Personal 
testimonjes ara. a popular jssue and more often than not: they 
are moving and often hilarious. The theme of these µersonal 
testimonies is focussed primarily on the acceptance of the Holy 
Spirit usually afLer a series of personal conflict . The aim of 
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personal testimonies is to move the listener into acceptine 
the Holy Spirit in their lives as their guide and Saviour . In 
the Divine Light and Holy Baptism groups, when there are no 
guest speakers, a passage from the Bible is selected and discussed. 
In the Spirit Within group, the messages are delivered by one or 
the l eaders . 
Among the thri:;e Catholic Charismatic eroups, tile Spirit 
Within group is more Catholic ln jts approach in that many 
references to th~ Virgin Mary are made and the " Hail Mary" 
prayer ls always recited at the start of every prayer meeting. 
On the other hand, the Holy Baptism group follows more in the 
li nes of Pentecostalism · .. 1hile the Divine Light group \ffi-3:-le e+te 
9-:i-vin€ IA-ght grie-up is lert somewhere in between the two extremes . 
One reason why the Spirit Within ~roup is more Catholic in its 
approach is because the Portuguese Eurasians are very pro -
Catholic . Also, the leader of the group wants to be as far as 
possible , in lille with the Catholic Church . 
SPECIAL ACTlVJTIES 
In the Pentecostal grour , afte~ every prayer meeting there 
is the "altar call" session. Here , all those who need to be 
prayed over 1.-1i 11 stay back after the meetings . These include 
people who desire tlle gift. or the "infilling" of the Spirit, 
people who need to be healed from some illness , those who wish 
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to be rid of a bad influence that may lead them to sin, chose 
who wish to be converted and a host oi' other problems. The 
"altar call" and not the formal service , is the app1•opriat.e t.ime 
for various charismatic activities and manifestations. (Gerlach 
and Hine 1970 : l?) 
Healing sessions are by far the most popular of all the 
activities and are car·ried out in all the charismatic groups . In 
the Holy Baptism group , these sessions are usually carried out 
after the prayer meetings. 6 in the canteen of the school in 
which the meetings are held. In the Spirit Within group, because 
the response for these healing sessions is great, they are held 
weekly on Wednesday nights in the school chapel . I shall briefly 
outline Olle of tlte healing sessions I attended that was performed 
by the Spirit Within group The healing session started off with 
the " Hail Mary " prayer led by the leader. This was fol lowed by 
a song or µraj su , a pr·aye r and a not her song . Versr.:s rrom the 
Book of Psalms were read individually by a few o C the mcr.Jbcrs . 
A short message was then shared by the leader with the rest of 
the worshippers. The leader then called all those who needed the 
laying of hands upon them to come forward . About eight of them 
did so . Then the leader reminded the people that team spirit 
was important and that joint prayers were needed as well as 
individual prayers . Others who did not need the laying of hands 
that night were asked to ~it or stand beside or behind each of' 
those who were ' sick '. They were then instructed to find out 
from these members what it was that needed to be µrayed for. 
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The leader also reminded the people and cil.ed examples of' all 
those who had been cured by the laying of hands . ~·Jhen each of 
the 'sick' had someone to pray for him or ller , the praying began. 
One by one, those who did not need the laying of hands that:. night 
laid their hands on either the shoulders or the head of those who 
were 's ick'. The prayers were said softly and earnestly. After 
five minutes, the leader instructed those who were not 's ick ' to 
change places with each other . They prayed again for another 
five minutes after which the same people exchanged places for 
the second time . After the prayers, the lead~r told all of them 
to raise their hands as he said a collective prayer. When everyonE 
was seated, another prayer was said. This was followed by a song 
and the healing session ended with the ' Peace ' ritual. 7 
Whenever there is a special request from a person who has 
some form of ailment, a group laying of hands is usually practised. 
Here, a group of µeoµle, usually the leader and a selected few 
will all lay hands on that person and pray individually . In the 
Spirit Within group, not just anybody is allowed Lo lay hands on 
another person . Only those who are strong in their faith are 
allowed to do so. This is because the person to be healed may, 
unknowingly to the others, be posse~sed by some evil sµirit. A 
person who is weak in faith and who lays hands on a possessed 
person may be 111 danger of being possessed himself. This group 
does not perform exocisms . Many wllo llave come to those sessions 
held by the Spirit Within group have gone home healed. It is 
these sessions tt1at have drawn the Portuguese Eurasians to the 
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prayer meeting . 8 
The PentecosLal Charismatic group also organises healing 
sessions . Normally, when such sessions are organised, they are 
held in big halls to accomodate the large crowds that turn up . 
The hal 1 is usual 1 y µacked . This group also per for·m~ ext:c isms 
and they are conducted by people (usually the i r. vi ted guest or 
guests) wllo have received certain gifts of the Spirit whictl 
enable them to "casL out devils " . These sessions appeal greatly 
to Christians and non - Christians alike and who believe that 
certain illnesses are " the work or the devil ". Lee and Ackerman 
(1980 : 820) have pointed out that. " supernatural belieCs continue 
to structure the ttioughts and actions of many Malaysians . Such 
beliefs are prevaleriL in all different ethnic communities·in West 
Malaysia . While each ethnic commuuity has its own unique system 
of supernatural beliefs , a common subscription to ~upernaturalism 
among the different ethnic communities tends to favour a cross -
communal cxcllange 01· supernatu r al ideas and practice!"; . Th us , in 
West Malaysia , it is not unusual for members of one ethnic group 
to consult occulists or nati ve healers from a different eLhnic 
g r oup . . .. . it may be a r gued that gi ven this cultural condition , 
Pentecostolism is readily accepted by many Malaysians becau~e it 
has features which do not conflict with tt1e supernatural ethos 
so prevalent in West Malaysia ." 
Among the C&tholic Cha r ismatic groups , a significant 
Pentecost&l ritual is a prog r amme of religions study known as 
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a 
the "Life in the Splrit " semina r . ,, Those who attend this 
seminar are introduced to Pentecostal doctrines . 
10 Other activ]ties held a r e cottage meetings, 
visitation of the sick and as in the Holv Baptism group, there 
are "cell " meetings as well. This group has formed, in the 
recent months, cell groups which meet on diffe r ent days 01· the 
week . These cell groups are led by selected leaders . As these 
cell groups are much smaller and therefore more personalised than 
the main Holy Baptism grou~ , it is hoped that closer unity and 
fellowahiµ among the members will strengthen. Once a month , 311 
the Catholic Charismatic groups wi ll meet in St. Patrick ' s Church 
for a Charismatic Mass . This is aimed at building close ties 
and fellowship among the various grours . On Tuesdays, the Spirit 
Within group leaders hold Bible Studies with the Anglican 
Charismatlcs . 
One outstanding feature of the Pentecostal Charismatic 
group activities is that it caters more for outsiders, that is , 
people from other religions and denominations. On the other hand, 
nearly all those who attend the Catholic Charismatic meetings 
and activities are Catholics with only a handful of non - Chrlstians. 
With the exception of the meetings on Tuesdays between the Spirit 
11 
Within leaders and the Anglican Charismatics , no other 
denominational group attends the Catholic Charismatic m~etings or 
the activities organised by the groups . One reason could be 
that the Catholic Charismatic group meetings and activities still 
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hold on to certain doctrines of the established Catholic 
Church which are no t acceptable to the Protestant denominations 
for example , the worship of the Virgin Mary and other saints. 
Although Charismat ic in nature, these groups are still seen 
by many as being predominantly Catholic in its approach . 
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FOOTNOTES 
1. The names of all groups and group members mentioned here 
have been disguised to protect their ident1Lies. 
2 . English is used because the main leader and a few of 
the committee members do not speak the Portuguese dialect 
fluently. 
3 . This is[\ f'ictitiou-s name . Th~ Cllur<...h r eferrt:d to is one 
of the main English speaking Catholic Churches in Malacca . 
Most of the Cathell~ Charismatics come from this Church . 
4. Ayer Salak is a rural area about 10 miles from Malacca 
tow11. 75% of the populati on there is made up of farmers . 
Hence , most of the Catholic Cha r ismatics in that area are 
f armers and their families . 
5 . In the Pentecostal Charismati c group , this may appeal so 
much to the worshippe rs that the song is sung again and 
the whole performance is repeated. 
6. I was not allowed to attend any of these healing sessions 
that were carried out by the Holy Baptism g r oup l'or they 
said that those sessions were ' personal '. 
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7 . In this ritual that is , everyone moves from one to another , 
shakes hands and says the words " Peace be with you" This 
pr actice is a common featu r e in the Catholic Charismatic 
meetings . 
8 . Previously, before Uie int r oduction of the Char is mat ic 
meetings into the Portuguese Settlement , most o~ the 
prcsenc members or Llie Spirit Within group would go to a 
nearby Pentecostal Church for healing purposes . Although 
they had received a few c r iticisms about their belief's , 
that are contrary to the Pentecostal be l iefs , they 
nevertheless continued attending the services mainly fo r 
the healing sessions . When the Catholic Charismatic group 
was int r oduced into the Settlement as we r e the healing 
sessions , these members stopped attending the Pentecostal 
services . 
9 . The sho r t span of my r esea r ch did not enable me to investigate 
further this seminar . Howeve r, f r om my inte r views 
particularly with the leaders of the Catholic Charismatic 
groups, this " Life in the Spirit " seminar has become an 
important part of their life as a Cha r ismatic . 
10 . Prayer meetings that a r e held in homes of members . 
11 . OccassionaJly , the Anglican Cha r ismatics also attend the 
Catholic Charismatic mass on the invitation of the Spirit 
Within leader. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
LEAUERS AND MEM~~~S : BACKGROUNDS AND RECRUITMENT 
THE PENTECOSTAL CHARISMATIC GROUP l 
The average attendance for the Pentecostal Charisrnatlc 
prayer meetings is abouL fifty people. The Chinese make up 
more than seven - eights of the total number of members. There 
are also Indians and occasionally , ~nere are one or two Europeans 
o r Eurasian~; . Most or them are ir1 Ll1eir late:: teens, twenties or 
thirties . A few or them are in their forties. A notable difference 
between the member:.> of the Pentecostal Charismatic group at1d that 
of the ot11er Charismatic groups i!'.. that a majority or them are 
young people (21 - 35 years). The group 's flexible form or worship, 
the emphasis on the fr~edom of worship and the notion that "everyone 
else is doing it" encourages the worsh .ipper to expre:;s his emotions 
and feelings w i t.huu t being unduly uncomi'orta ble or t'ee ling out of 
place . The worshipper is fr~e to clap, raise his hands or join in 
the prayers. This rorm of worship differs greatly from that of the 
main lin e churches which are governed by strict formalities. Such 
an informal form or worship would appeal more to the young than to 
the old . 
The number of worshippers in this group is seen to be on 
the i nc.rease . 1 n t lie Pentecos ta 1 Charismatic group 1 every new 
comer is made to feel that he belongs to one big family of 
worshippers. All or the members are referred to as "brothers and 
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sisters in Christ ''. Whatever the circumstance , every attempt 
is made to assure the new come r that his presence is felt , acknowledge 
and even appreciated. New converts or "born - again" Christ icrns , 
especially those who accept Christ during any of the prayer meetings, 
a re immediately taken under the wing of one of the members who will 
help the convert to grow in the Spirit . The counselling , "altar 
call " and healing sessions that are held by this group are main 
recruiting factors . When a member is faced with a problem, spiritual 
or secular, which Ile cannot cope with, he is free to seek the help 
of other group members (especially that of t.hP "elder~ " or leaders) . 
These 11 elders" in t ur·n will give adv ice and pray for this member. 
These are known as the counselling sessions . The "altar call " sessior 
are seen as the appropriate time for charismatic manifestatjons . 
These sessions are usually held after the prayer meetings, l!ere, all 
those who wish to be "t.rorn - again" Christians or who desire the 
gifts of tltc Spirit may stay back after the prayer meetings . These 
"altar call" ses~ions are attended also by those who need counselling 
and who seek spiritual help . Sometimes, healing sessions aru also 
conducted during the "altar call " . The healing sessjons arc f'or 
those who n~ed· to be healeci of some physical or spiritual ailment . 
Howeve r, whGn guest ra i tll l!ealers are inv i Led by tl1 is group to 
thei r prayer meetings, they always aLLract l~rge crowds from the 
members of tile public . When mass healing sc~sions are conducted , 
many of them who turn up are non - Christians who may be converted 
to Christianity especially afte r they are hi::aled or their illness . 
In Malaysid , the Pentecostal groups are made known to tl1e public 
through these mass healing sessionr which remain 011e of the major 
factors for the recruitment of members . 
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During any of the prayer meetings or healing sessions of 
the Pentecostal Chari.smatic group , the names and addresses of 
non - members are sometimes recorded . Circulars are then sent out 
to these people to invite and inform them of the next pr<.iyer 
meeting or healing se~sion . No r mally , when healing sessions are 
conducted , the rie·,1s is spread by word of mouth . 
Generally , the Pentecostal Charismatic group is made up of 
Met hod is t, Anglican~ , Bre Lhren Church members , Pentecos t<.11 s and 
non - christians who come either out of curiousity or to receive 
the Wo r d of God or bdLh . from my casual con versation with the 
members , I have gathered that most of the Pentecostal Charismatics 
have non - Christian backgrounds , especinlly those from the 
established Pentecostal Churches . The members of this group 
include doctors , dentists , teache r s, cle rks , secretaries, students 
etc . Most of them appear to be from the middle and upper classes . 
The leaders or "elder~; " o f this group have formed an 
or ga ni sation cal l ed the Ful l Gospel Businessmen ' s Fellowship 
(FGBMF) which is a branch of the Full Gospel Buoinessmen ' s 
Fellowship International . 2 This is an al l - ma l e organisation 
and among them are doctors, dentists ana even a chef . Tne leade r s 
appear to be from t.lle upper and uppe r middle classes and nearly 
a l l of them hold professional jobs . 
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THE CATHOLIC CHARISMATIC GROUP 
Unlike the inter·denominational structure or the Pentecostal 
Charismatic group, the members of the Catholic Charismatic eroups 
are all Catholics . Nearly dll the members <.tre bor·n Catl10lic:;; 
though there are some who are converts with non - Christian 
backgrounds . 
An average or ror ty people at. ten<l the meetings of the Holy 
Baptism group . Ttlis group· t1as a nd xtu re o C l nd i;u1s, Eura"Si ans 
and Chinese in fairly equal ratios . Most of the members have 
attained an upper st:condary educatiomll level and most ot' them holcl 
teaching and clerical jobs. Generally, they are rron tile mid<Jle 
and upper classes and they have been viewed by the Spirit Withln 
group as "the rich men ' s group" . 
There are nine leaders in the lloly Baptism group. A11 or 
them are betweerl their thrities and forties and all have attained 
a Form Five educ~tional level . The leaders are mainly from the 
teaching, technical ser·vices and clerical lines. 
In the Divine Light grcup , th~ members are all Indians and 
most of them are between 21 - 40 years of age. The members are 
made up ma.inly of housewives who have attained only a primary 
or lower secondary level educai::ion . Most of them are from the 
lower class although Lhere are a few who are in the middle class . 
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Those in the middle class hold mair1ly teaching and clerical jobs . 
About 703 of these people are Malayalees and 20% of this group's 
members also attend the Holy Baptism meetings. An average of about 
fifteen people attend these prayer meetings . This group does not 
have a board of committee and the members all look to a nun for 
guidance . 
In the Spirit WiLhin group , the members are made up largely 
of the Portuguese Eurasians from the Portuguese Settlement . There 
are also a few Chinese and-Indians who attend tt1ese prayer meetings. 
The Portuguese Eurasians are economically poor and most of them 
become part - time fishermen to sup1 lement their low income. Most 
of the women who attend these meetings are housewives or are 
unemployed . Most of the men hold technical and general service jobs. 
Most of them have a low educational background especially the women . 
They occupy a low status in society . An average of Djxty people atte 
the praye r me~tings. There are usually many children below twelve 
years of age in this group and they also join in th~ singing and 
worship . 
The leader of thiD group is a Mr . Alfonso Rodrigo, a man in 
his e~rly fjfties who is believed to have formed both the Spirit 
Within and the Holy BapLism groups . Mr. l~drigo works for the 
government in the clerical division and is in the middle jncome 
group . There are about seven ' co - group ' 3 members under hi~ . At 
the present momen~, ·he running of the prayer meeting~ is largely 
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dependent on Mr . Rodrigo . Because of this, Mr . Rodrigo hopes to 
train two of his co - group members to be leaders of this group. 
The co - goroup is made up of a nun {Sister Angela), a housewife, 
clerks and a pensioner . Mr . Rogrigo is also responsible for the 
healing sessions that are held on Wednesday nights and he also 
conducts prayer ffieetings and Bible discussions wjth tt1e Anglican 
Charismatics. Mr. Rodrigo !las been looked upon by mnny of t.'he 
Portuguese Eurasians as some sor t of a " bomoh" . They believe that 
Mr . Rodrigo possesses some form of curative power and tliat it is 
he who heals them of their-illness . 
Many of those who attend the Holy Baptism and Divine Light 
meetings come mainly in search of inner peace and fellowship . They 
also come to learn more about God . In the Holy Baptism group , many 
of my respondents have said that they joined the meetings out of 
curiott sity . However, in tl1e Spi r it Within g r oup , tht~ main attraction. 
are the healing sessions . Many of my respoudents from this group 
have cited this reason as thei r main purpose for attending the!.ie 
meetings. It can be inferred from this finding that many of these 
people come for mundane motives , that is , to gain physical 
satisfaction . The Charismatic Movement he r·e is seen not only as a 
means of gaining spiritual fulfillmer1t but also, and mainly , as a 
means of curing them of their illnesses. Many who have been cured 
4 
stay on and become regular members . This may be because they feel 
spi r itually obligated . There a r e also some who come every week 
because their illness has not been cured, although they claim that 
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their going to the llealing sessions and prayer meetings have helped 
relieve them a little of their aches and pains. There are others 
too who come not for the healing sesssions but to find inner peace 
a~d have fellowship with others . 
Most of the members of the three Catholic Charismatic groups 
were introduced into the groups mainly on the invitation of friends . 
Quite a few of thetn were also introduced into the groups by relatives 
and followers of the movement . 
The past year or so has seen a decline in membership in the 
Holy Baptism and Divine Light groups while in the Spirit Within 
group , there seems to be a gradual increase in attendance. Sources 
have revealed that the decline in attendance in the Divine Light 
meetings was due largely to the leaving of the priest who formed the 
group . As for the Holy Baptism group , the sharp decli11e in 
attendance as reported by .:.>Orne of my respondents , was due to some 
conflict 5 between the leaders of the group . Apparently, one of 
the leaders, whc /acknowledged as the Youth Leader left the group /wa.; 
and formed anotlier . 6 Thi. resulted in a loss of members, especial l! 
the youths, from the Holy Ba1>tism group. Also, conflict between 
the leaders of the Holy Bapti~m group led to Mr . Rodrigo ' s Jeaving 
the group and the formation of the Spirit Within group . When 
asked to comment on tile decline in membership, many of trrn leaders 
of the Holy llaptism group claimed that the members left for other 
groups due to inconven1cnce~, that is, in terms of transport, 
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distance from r.:eeting place , etc . The decline in membership was 
also due to members having to leave town to work or study. 7 The 
Spirit Within group, since its formation in early 1981, has attractec 
large members of the Portuguese Eurasians . This is due largely to 
the healing sessions and healing miracles that have occurcd and 
have been witnessed in and by the community . 
THE ANGLICAN CHARISMATIC GROUP 
Most of' the nine or §o Anglican Charismatics are Anglicans 
by bi r th with the exception of two of theru who have non - Christian 
backgrounds . Out of the nine Anglican Charismatics , two are Jndians 
and the rest Chinese. Most of them hold teaching and clerical jobs 
and they are from the: middle and upper middle classes . Tllere are 
no leaders in this group although one of the members has been looked 
upon by the rest as a "spokesman" for the group . This member is 
the only male member of the group . He is in his forties and works 
as a clerk. All or them have an upper secondary level or cJucation . 
Nearly ~11 of them have said that they joined th~ gr0up because 
they wanted to learn more about the Charismntic Movement and nbout 
Go,j . They also cited fello~1ship with other Charismatics as a 
reason for their involvement in this group . 
The Anglican Charismatics were introduced to the group and to 
the movement in general by f r iends , r elatives and followers . The 
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number of members in tl1is group has remained somewhat stagnant 
as a result of the official discouragement of the Charismatic 
Movement by the Anglican Bishop of West Malaysia . 
It has baen found that among the Catholic Charismatic groups, 
those members in the Spirit Within and Divine Light groups do not 
participate as much in religious organisations within or without 
the church unlike those in the Holy Baptism group . The Spirit 
Within and Divine Light groups are made up of members from the 
lower class while uhosc in-the Holy Baptism group are mainly from 
the middle and upper middle classes . Herberg (1955) stated that 
involvement in church activity is part of the middle - class life -
style . Goorte (1966) f'ound that middle class people tend co join 
voluntary organisations, and middle - class life - style explains 
activity and involvement in church organisations. The interpretation 
also offered by Goode was that religious organisations have become 
secularized for the middle class. The lower class, on the other 
hand, manifests a lower level of formal activities but a higher 
level of religiosity and psychological involvement in religion. 
From my findings also, ~ore women than men participate in the 
Charismatic Movement. According to McGuire (1969), women are more 
easily influenced than men. Studies of conformity, suggestibility 
and persuasion all point to a clear sex difference with women 
scoring higher in every case . D' Andrade (1967) has also stated 
that in most cultures , males are less nurturant and less expressive 
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emotionally than females . Religion in most cultures has strong 
emotional and nurturant components, and we would expect most 
8 females to respond to tllem . 
The evidence provided by Herberg (1955) and Goode 11966) 
support and explain the f indin~ that those in the middle class 
groups (Holy Baptism group) participate more in religious 
organisations thar1 those in the lower class groups (Spirit 
Within and Di vine Light groups) . They m~intain that involvement 
in religious organisations.reflects the middle class life style . 
Researchers such as McGuire (1969) and D' Andr::ide (1967) tH1ve 
shown that females a1•c more re 1 ig ious ly inclined than males. Thus , 
we can conclude that it is hardly unusual that more women than 
men would be attract~d to and would involve themselves in ~he 
Charismatic Renewal Movement . 
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FOOTNOTES 
1 . Due to t.he lack of cooperation and reluc..tance or the group 
leader to being interviewed , most of my findings on this 
group are based largely on casual observations and 
conversations with the members and leaders . 
2 . This is a world wide non - denominational group with a 
Pentecostal orientation . 
3. That is , the ·ooard of committee . 
4 . One of my respondents who claimed t.hat he was a non -
believer 11~ mir·acles and the µower or God, is now a regular 
member of the group . This respondent used to suf'fer from 
severe pains in his knees and he would go to all tlle 
recommended ' boMohs' and ' sinsehs '. However, all his attempts 
to rind a cure failed . One day, the pain became intolerable 
to the pc j n t t trn t ll c co u 1 d hard 1 y w a 1 k . I t was t hen th a t he 
sought uhe h~lp of Mr. Rodrigo . Together with four or t'ive 
others, Mr . Rodrigo prayed and laid his hands on my respondent' 
knees . Immediately after the prayers , my respondent stood up 
and walked and in his words, " the pain just went away" . After 
the miracle, my respondent introduced the Charismatic Movement 
to practically all the families living in the same lane as his 
and he has brought many to the prayer meetings . 
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5 . Refer to Chapter 5 under "Conflict and Solidarity" . 
6 . The reasons for his leaving are unknown to me . 
7 . One of the members of the Holy Baptism group I interviewed 
had pointed out that what was seriously wrong with the group 
is that the people there pr each joy, peace and love and talk 
about "faith in action " but seem tu do nothing about going out 
of their circle and reaching out to others. Slle reels that 
the members there mix only with t l1eir "own kind " and most of 
therr. seek self - gratification . Ti10re is " vertical mobility " 
among those people in that there is every attempt to reach 
Jesus through prayer and worship but there is little 
" horizontal mobility" in that these people do not go out of 
their way and reach out to othe r s and sha r e the good news 
with them . That is why , she pointed out , the number of people 
who attend this grouµ ' s mee t ing is either stagnant or declinins 
and not many people stay in this group for l ong . What my 
r espondent had said is in gr eat cont r ast to the Pentecostal 
Charismatic group membe r s who make every attempt to evangelise, 
r each out to o t hers and a r e eager to int r oduce them to the 
group ' s meetings . 
My respondent had also pointed out that the members in the 
Ho l y l3aµtism group are a c l ass by themse lv es . ln another 
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interview with Mr . Rodrigo , he had elso said that the Holy 
Baptism group has created an elite class and that those 
who have the gift of tongues tend to feel superior towards 
those who have no~ . 
8 . See Arggle,H and Bert . Hallahmi,B, The Social Psychology 
of Religion , Routledge and Kegan Paul , London and Boston , 
1975. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THE OHGANISATION Al. NETWOHK 
FORMATION OF CHARJSMATIC GROUPS l 
The Holy Baptism group is the first Catholic Cliarismatic 
group in i1alacca and it was forme-d between 197 4 7 5. The Spirit 
Within and Divine Ligt1t groups were both formed later in 1980. 
Among the reasons cited for the formation of these groups are the 
search for truth and closer unity with Christ and the appreciation 
f'or prayer and praise "not with one ' s mind but with one ' s heart". 
The Spirit Within group was brought to the Settlement in order to 
lead the Portuguese Eurasians away form the nearby Pentecostal 
Church which they went to for healing purposes . 
The Divine Light group was formed by sister Louisa and Father 
Christopher . Father· Cl1ri stopher has since left Malacca and Sister 
Louisa now takes t'ull char·ge of this group . This group actually 
originated from the Tamil Assosiation in St . Patrick's Church . 
The Spirit Within group was formed by Mr. Rodrigo . There is an 
uncertainty as to who actually formed tile Holy Baptism group . In 
my interview with Sister Louisa , she had claimed that together 
with a not t1er priest (Fa U1or Ceci 1) : they had at tended a seminar 
on the Charismatic Movemenc in Kuala Lumpur and when they returned 
Lo Malacca, Sister Louisa had decided to !'orm a Catholic Charismatic 
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group . However, according to Mr . Rodrigo, it was he who started 
the first Catholic Charismatic group in Malacca and it was he who 
had attended tlie seminar in Kuala Lumpur w1th F'atlier Cecil . In 
my interview with one of the committee members of the Holy Baptism 
group , he had said tl1a t five of them had at tended the seminar in 
Kuala Lumpur and ~hen they returned, they all agreed that the time 
was right to start a Catholic Charismatic group . In my interview 
with members of the lloly Baptism group, most of tl1em supported 
that Mr . Rodrigo was the founder of the group. From what I have 
gathered, prayer me0ting!> were held regularly in the home of' Mr. 
Rodrigo long before the seminar that was held in Kuala Lumpur . 
Mr . Rodrigo had also passed round circulars informing people of 
the prayer meeting~. As the group grew and as space became limited 
in Mr . Rodrigo ' s house, with the agreement and help of father 
Cecil , the prayer meetings were transferred to a school hall. ThJs 
was the formal start of the Holy Baptism group . 
The Anglican Charismatic group was formed in 1979 by one of 
th~ Church members. Together with a friend of hers who Ls a 
Pentecost.al,·this church member had introduced tile Movement. to 
members of the Church particularly those who have Charismatic 
inclinations . Due to the official discouragement by the Anglican 
Bishop , the growth of this group was hindered. This Church member 
has since left Malacca an<l is now the headmistress of one or the 
Anglican schools in Kuala Lumpur . 
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STRUCTURE OF ORGANISATION 
The Holy Baptism group is run by a board of committee which 
is made up of nine me~bers . This is a highly organi~ed group with 
va rious ' mjnistries '. There a r e the Ch~irs Ministry (those who 
are assigned to arranging the chairs fo r the meetings), the 
Greeter ' s Ministry (those who stand outside and greet the people 
who come for the prayer aeetings), the Healing Ministry (those 
who a r e sµecially chosen to lay hands on others) , the Music Ministr 
(those in charge of the musicdl instruments and the leading of 
songs) , the Prayets Ministry (those in charge of prayers) and a 
host of others . 
Once a year on May l!'~t, this board of Committee hol<.ls an 
Annual General Meeting which is not oµened to nll buL only to their 
own commjttee members . The election of office bea1·ers takes place 
among themselves and it is they who decide on who to bring into 
the board of committee from the ordinary members . This day is 
known as the ' d&.y or reflection' and it is also a social gat.:.hering . 
Taking Schwartz ' s (1970Jtheory of social status into account, this 
~ard of committee is likened to an exclusive club oµened only to 
a particular few. It.:. is the:: se pa1·t icular few who decide on how the 
Cha r ismatic g r ouµ sl1ould be r un and , among the ordinary members, 
on who would be chosen to join this ' prestigious club' . This 
board of committee also meets every Monday to plan for the next 
Cha r i3matic prayer meeting . 
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In the Spirit ~!thin group, the board of commit te e o r 'co _ 
group ' is made up of about seven members . The struc ture o f this 
group is not as highly organised as tt1at of the Holy Bapt i sm 
group with their various "ministries". Instead, tl1e organisationa 
structure of 1..llis group is at its simplest level. There ar·e 
three co _ leaders. a secretary, a treasurer and t~10 othe r committc 
members . the co - leaders do not go by the titles of Chairman or 
President unlike in the Holy Baptism group where there i s a Chairma 
and a Vice _ Chairman . This board or committee also meets once a 
week on Mondays to plan t~e next prayer meeting . One reason that 
explains the difference in organisational structure between these 
two Catholic Charismatic groups lies in the background o f the rnembe 
themselves . The committee members in tl!e Holy Bapti..;m group are 
made up of well - educated , middle class people whereas those in 
the Spirit Within group are of low educational and economical 
backgr ounds (with the exception of Mr . Rodrigo anu one or two 
others) . Simplicity is a quality inherent in the Spiri t Within 
group members and tlii s quality has been brought not only into the 
form of worship in tliis group but also into the organisational 
structure. It i~;; simplicity that at.tracts these people into 
joining the prayer meetings . This simple form of organisational 
structure has served its purpose w~ll and there is no apparent 
need fo r a more complex and complicated form of organisational 
structure. 
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In the Divine Light group there is no ' co - group ' or board 
of committee. Because of this , the Tamil Assosiation of St . 
Patrick's Church controls this group . Sister Louisa is the 
advisor to the Tamil Assosiation and she was also one of them who 
formed the Divine Light group. This group had originated from 
the Tamil Assosiation, however , not all members of the Tamil 
Assosiation are Charismatics. According to one of the group ' s 
members , Sister Louisa had wanted to start a ~o - group ever 
since the Divine Light group was formed . Unfortunately, most of 
those who attended the meetings at the start were uneducated and 
she was reluctant to form the co - group . Now, even though the 
group has attracted educated Indians who attend the meetings , and 
who are/most likely candidates for the co - group, Sister Louisa /tr. 
has yet to call a meeting and get them together to form the board 
of committee . Apparently, the meetings had alw~ys been postponed 
because Sister Louisa ' could not make it' . An interesting piece 
of inforreation that I had gathered is that as soon as the co -
group is formed, the Divine Light group will be independant of 
the Tamil Assosiation (This is because of the non - Chrrismatics 
in the A~sosiation) It is hoped that the co - group will be a 
formal organisation as that found in the Holy Baptism group. 
Su r pr isingly, my respondent had also said that "everytl1ing 
Sister Louisa says is the gospel truth " . This is especially so 
to the Ta~il community ;n St . Patrick ' s Church . It is possible 
that one of the reasons why Sist~r Louisa has yet to form the co -
group is that once the co - group is formed , all decisions will 
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is , in deciding all matters , will undoubtedly be lessened . 
This brings to mina something Mr . Rodrigo had said in my 
interview with him, that the Catholics , especially the uneducated 
look up l1ighly to the " people in white " and these "people in 
' 
white " abuse the power that they have over the Catholics. Gerlach 
and Hine (1970 : 48) pointed out that "Movement members, 
especially those with leadership drives and capabilities compete 
for a broad range of economic, social , political, psychological 
and spiritual regards. They compete for personal influence and 
authority over others, for positions of power , for financial 
suppo r t , for the recognition by others of the fact that tlley do 
have certain gifts and capabilities . They are motivated by the 
desire to do the will of the Lord or to further the cause of their 
people . The need to achieve always involves ~ome comparison with 
the performance of others. " 
The Pentecostal Charismatic group is run by the Full Gospel 
Businessman ' s Fellowship . This is a formal organisation that is 
linked to the Full Gospel Businessmen ' s Fellowship International . 
At the time of research, this organisation was awaiting its 
registration in accordance with the Society ' s Act . This is 
because this organisation is not linked to any particular Church 
and as such registration is necessary to avoid any legal 
complications . On the other hand, the Catholic Charismatic groups 
are not registered and there is no apparent need to do so as they 
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come under the Catholic Diocese . 
In th~ Anglican Charismatic group, there is no board of 
committee nor is there any distinct form of organisational 
structure . The size of this group makes it imi:;ractical for 
the emergence of a board of committee . However , although there 
are no leaders in this group , one of the members has been looked 
up to by the others as a representative for their group . 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT 
The Pentecostal Charismatic group meetings are financed 
by the Full Gospel Businessmen's Fellowship Malacca . They are 
also financed by the members who attend the meetings through 
2 collections taken at every meeting . The Full Gospel Businessmen ' s 
Fellowship Malacca does not receive any financial support from 
the Full Gospel Businessmen ' s Fellowship International . However , 
it does receive spiritual support . Most of the members or this 
group hold professional jobs and as such they are able to 
organise and fund mass healing services, prayer meetings, etc . 
They are also able to finance the guest speakers who are usually 
foreigners . 3 The equipment used to aid in the prayer meetings 
a r e sophi~tated and reflect the financial position of the group 
and its members . Microphones, guitars, an organ , a slide projector 
and stage ljghtings are some of the equipment used during the 
meetings . 
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The Catholic Charismatic meetings, with the exception of 
the Divine Light group, are fully supported financially by 
the members themselves. The Holy Baptism and Spirit Within groups 
do not receive any financial support from the church . At almost 
every meeting held by the Holy Baptism group, a "secret bag" 
(Collection bag) is passed around . Unlike the Holy Baptism 
group, the Spirit Within group does not pass around any bag. 
There is however, a collection box on a chair . Mr . Rodrigo does 
not believe in passing the bag around for he says that the people 
may feel compelled or obliged to donate some money . Besides, the 
people who attend the meetings are poor. By placing a collection 
box there, Mr. Rodrigo feels that the money received from the 
members is given voluntarily and with a willing heart. No collection 
bag is passed around and no collection box is found in the Divine 
Light group . This group is at present being supported financially 
by the Tamll Assosiation of St . Patrick ' s Church . Once a month or 
so, there is a Tamil mass and the collection received will go to 
the Tamil Assosiatlon . When the co - group is formed and when 
they become independant of the Tamil Assosiation , a collection bag 
will be passed around as financial support will then have to come 
from the members themselves . For all the three Catholic Charismatic 
groups , donations of any sort come ulrectly from the members 
themselves . They get no public funds and none from the Church 
either . 
When comparing the Spirit Within and Holy Baptism group, jt 
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is noted t hat for the Holy Baptism group , financial support 
poses not much of a problem . Most of the members come from the 
affluent class and the Public Addre3s systems and musical 
inst r uments have all been donated by the members themselves. As 
fo r the Spirit Within group , the only equipment and musical 
instrument used is a guitar . One Spirit Within Charismatic had 
commented on the social and financial positions of the ~wo groups 
by saying simply , "When you go to their meetings , you will see many 
big , big cars parked in the school compound, but when you come to 
our meetings, you will see -only one or two old cars ! " . 
As for the Anglican Charismatic group, because there is no 
formal organisational structure, there is no cause for financial 
support. 
CONFLICT AND SOLIDARITY 4 
Among the Catholic Charismatics , the conflict arises between 
the Holy Baptism and Spirit Within groups ' leaders. There is an 
obvious enmity· between Sister Louisa and the Rodriges . Apparently, 
when the Holy Baptism group was formed , there already arose the 
conflict of the way the group shou l d be run . There was a conflict 
of ideas and opinions. When the group was formed , a suggestion 
was to form a board of committee as soon as possible . However, Mr. 
Rodrigo was very much against the idea , for the formation or a 
board of committee would make it all very mundane and he felt that 
this would lead to a loss in the spirituality of the group . What 
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Mr . Rodrigo wanted was for every member to have a say jn the running 
of the group and not just a group of people who would decide on all 
matters regarding the group . Mr . Rodrigo was also against the idea 
of the "social gathering" meetings where the board of committee 
would meet , not so much as to discuss the problems of the group but 
more for light conversation over drinks and snacks . Due to this 
conflict of ideas, Mr . Rodrigo caused quite a few people to turn 
against him . 
The word that is going around is that Mr . Rodrjgo himself 
volunta r ily left the group to form the Spirit Within group (which 
many Holy Baptism members, especially the co - group, feel is an 
act of open opposition against them) . However , according to Mr . 
Rodrigo, he was given no choice but to leave the group. He was 
seen as a disuniting factor and he was outvoted by the rest of the 
co - group members. He was forced to leave the group . 
After some time, Mr. Rodrigo eventually decided to hold 
prayer meetings in his house again and as this group grew, the 
meetings were shifted over to the Portuguese Settlement . 
From these findings, it is noted that some form of competition 
and power struggle exists among the leaders . Each leader is 
motivated by his or her own ideologies and opinions which may or 
may not be the same as the others . They compete for personal influence 
and authority over others and they are motivated by the desire to 
do the will of the Lord . Gerlach and Hine have stated that "most 
of the competition stems from altruistic devotion to the cause or 
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to the group . It is a blend of striving for self , for the group , 
and fo r the cause - a blend so complex that neither the competitive 
participant nor the observer can isolate his mctives". (1979 : 49) 
ln the case of Mr . Hodrigo and the other group leaders, 
personal striving and interpersonal competition have caused Mr . 
Rod r igo to leave the Holy Baptism group and form the Spirit Within 
group . In another instant, one of the leaders , who was acknowledged 
as the Youth Leader, left the Ho:y Baptism group and formed another . 5 
On the one hand , the leaving-of these leaders had led to segmentation 
in the g r oup . On the other hand , this had contributed to the spread 
of the movement . As Mrs . Rodrigo had said , " It ' s the way the Lord 
works . Maybe, He wanted Alfonso (Mr. Rodrigo) to bring the Portuguese 
Eurasians to Him and spread the Charismatic Movement in the Settlement " 
The Charismatic Mass that is held once ever y month when all 
the Catholic Charismatics meet in St . Patrick ' s Church is an outward 
sign of solidarity among the Charismatic Catholics . However , the 
Rod r iges feel that the Charismatic Mass is a facade behind which 
these Cha r ismatics hide from the t r uth , especially from the fact 
that the r e is a little fellowship among the groups and the existing 
conflict of opinions. There is littl~ attempt in actually getting 
to know the Catholic Charismatics other than their own . 
There is no obvious signs of competition among a ny of ttie 
Catholic Charismatic groups to gain members. As an example, Mr . 
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Rodrigo ' s brother and cousin are in the Holy Baptism group. 
Members come and go as they please and they are not compelled 
to stay with the group. Two members of the Spirit Within group 
used to attend the meetings held by the Holy Baptism group . However, 
when they found that they could not fit into this "rich man ' s group", 
they switched over to the Spirit Within group . 
LINKS AND A FF f L fA TION 
The Holy Baptism, Spiri~ Within and Divine Light groups are 
all linked together in that the groups are all affiliated to St . 
Patrick ' s Church. There are a few from St . Vincent ' s Church, Lhat 
is , the other main English - speaking Catholic Church in Malacca . 
One possible explanation why not many of the Charismatics are from 
St . Vincent ' s Chu rch is that the priest there is not in favour of 
'the Charisma tic Movement although he does not openly otject to the 
Church members being Charismatics . 
The Pentecostal Charismatic group is a mixed denominational 
group and hence,· the group as a whole is not affiliated to any 
church, Pentecostal or other wise . However, members are from the 
Anglican , Met hodist , Brethr en and Pentecostal Churches . 
The Anglican Charismatics are affiliated to the Anglican 
Church of Malacca although they recei ve little or no spiritual 
support from the church in their cause . This group of Charismatics 
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have ties with both the Pentecostal and Catholic Charismatic 
groups as they attend the prayer meetings held by these groups. 
The Pentecostal Charismatic group does not have ties with 
the Catholic Charismatic groups mainly because of the differences 
in ideologies and forms of worship . Basically, the Pent~costal 
Charismatics cannot accept the concept of the Virgin Mary and the 
Saints as adhered to by the Catholic Charismatics. Also, the 
Pentecostal Charismatics maintain that the many references to, and 
the actual worshipping of the-Virgin Mary and the Saints is a form 
of idolatry . 
As to whether the three different Charismatic groupD look down 
on each other is an issue of uncertainty . The weekly Bible 
discussions that are held between the Anglican Charismatic ~roup 
and Mr . Rodrigo has been frowned upon by th8 leaders of the Holy 
Baptism group. They claim that Mr . Rodrigo may be "led astray" by 
the Anglican belief's. On the other hand, there is no objection to 
the Anglican Charismatics attending the Catholic Charismatic Mass . 
In fact , the Ang~ican Charismatics have been made to feel quite at 
home . As for the Pentecostal Charismatic group, the leader has 
told one of the Anglican Charismntics tnat he would prefer to have 
6 non - Christians than Christians in his prayer meetings . One 
reason why he .;aid that could be because Christians (with reference 
to non - Pentecostals) are li~ely to be more critical than non -
Christians since they have already been exposed to one set of doctrines 
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and ideologies of the Christian faith . 
An important question that arises is about the way in which 
Charismatics sti ll remain members of the established Churches and 
Father Andrew of Christ Church Malacca had pointed out a ~cnsc of 
: security from the established churches and a force of habit as 
two reasons why Charismatics still remain members of their established 
Churches . Reverend Suwjto of the Hestley Methodist Church in 
Malacca had this to say, '' ... a majority remain in their home 
Churches . I feel that that ' ~ the way it should be and by so doing. 
whatever contributions these Chari3matic individuals may l1ave to 
o ffer, they will be able to do so by way of strengthening the Church 
rather than to leave it. I fee l that'j the way it should te, rather 
than to allow the polarization to wid en 11 
THE ROLE OF PRIESTS IN THE CHARISMATIC RENEWAL 
All the three priests l inte rviewed seemed to support the 
Charismatic Renewal . To the Cathol ic Charismatics , the presence 
of a priest du ring the prayer meetings is important but not enti r ely 
necessary . What is more important is the agreement of a priest to 
be the official priest for that group . The reason given is that 
the Catholic Chari smatic g r oups will be perceived as respectable 
groups within the Catholic Church . The priest is seen as a direct 
link between the Charismatic g roup and the Catholic Church . It is 
because of this reason Lhat Mr . Rod ri go is adamant in geLting a n 
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official priest for his group . The priest that now attends the 
Holy Baptism group meetings does not attend the Spirit Within 
meetings . The reason given by this priest is that he wants to 
concentrate in building up the Holy Baptism group. However, the 
Spirit Within group leaders feel that this is a lame excuse and 
they pointed out that it is the difference in social status between 
the members of the two Charismatic groups that prompted this priest 
to attend only the Holy Baptism meetings . As for the Divine Light 
group, Sister Louisa takes full charge of the group. 7 
Among the Anglican Charismatics , there is no known Anglican 
Charismatic priest . One of the Anglican Charismatics had pointed 
out that when and if one or more Anglican priests would openly 
declare themselves as Charismatics , the Anglican Charismatic$ in 
Malaysia would come out of their closets and take a more active 
part in the Charismatic Renewal Movement . 
Thus , it can be said that the prlests in established Churches 
bestow an air of respectability to the Charismatic groups that 
emerge from these churches . However , they do not play as vital a 
role as the leaders in the growth of these Charismatics groups . 
They are seen more as figure heads that link the Catholic Charismatic 
groups to t he Catholic Church . They may take a part in the running 
of these grouos; however, the actual running and organisation of 
the Catholic Charismatics groups is under the control of laymen . 
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As for the Pentecostal Charismatic groups, they are usually 
an independant group aod hence do not require the services of 
any priest . However, the leaders are usually known as "elders" 
who take the place of priests and whose presence and support is 
important for the smooth running of the group. 
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FOOTNOTES 
1 . In this sub heading, the Pentecostal Charismatic group 
will not be dealt with . This is due to insufficient 
information . 
2 . Half - way through the prayer meetings, a collection bag is 
passed around and anybody who wishes to donate something to 
the group in the form of cash or kind may do so. 
3 . Because the Full Gospel Businessmen ' s Fellowship International 
(FGBFI) is a world - wide organisation with numerous contacts, 
evangelists from the organisation are sent out and are financed 
by the FGBFI. The FGBFI will inform its branch organisations 
who in turn will invite these evangelists to their prayer 
meetings as guest speakers and may also contribute financially 
to their stay in this country . 
4 . Only the Catholic Charismatic groups will be discussed here 
for the short duration of this research did not enable me to 
conduct an indepth study on the conflict and solidarity of 
the Pentecostal and Anglican Charismatic groups. 
5 . The reason(s) for his leaving the group are unknown to me . 
However , as I understand it , there has been some sort of 
disagreement between this Youth Leader and the other leaders 
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of the group . 
6 . " Non - Christians" refer to those who have just joined the 
group as non - beli~vers in Christ . 
"Christians " refer to those who are from denominations of 
e3tablished churches (e . g . Anglicans , Catholics etc) other 
than the Pentecostal Church . 
7 . Towards the end of my research I received word that an Indian 
priest was soon to be attached to St . Patrick ' s Church and from 
what I have gathered, he would represent the Divine Light group 
as their official priest . 
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CONCLUSION 
The Charismatic Renewal is a movement that has its roots in 
Pentecostalism . In Malacca, the movement is quite widespread and 
has gained members fron non - Christian faiths and Christian 
denominations . There are many factors which have led to the spread 
of this movement . 
Among the Catholics, the conflict that arose between the 
leaders of the Holy Baptism group had resulted in the segmentation 
of that group and the formation of other groups , one of them being 
the Spirit Within group . Thus, segmentation of a main group 
contributes to the spread of the Movement . As in the case of 
the Spirit Within group, its formation has resulted in the spread 
of the Charismatic Movement into the Portuguese Settlement and the 
outcome has gained many Charismatics from among the Portuguese 
Eurasians . 
On a broader front, segmentation in a main group may lead to 
an inter - state spread of the movement in Malaysia . Pairs or 
groups of individuals may leave the main group for another town 
or state and being inspired by Charismatic ideology , these 
individuals may be motivated into starting a Charismatic group . 
In the Holy Baptism group, the leaders have claimed that many of 
their group members had left for other states due to educational 
or occupational reasons . Alt hough it is not known if these members 
have formed their own charismatic groups , nevertheless, we cannot 
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rule out this possibility . 
The healing sessions that are held mainly by the Spirit 
Within and Pentecostal Cha rismatic groups has also attracted many 
people . These sessions further aid in the spread of the movement . 
The people who are attracted to the healing sessions may have come 
initially for secular reasons . However , many who have been healed 
have remained in the movement, possibly due to spiritual obligations . 
In Malaysia, as in other developing societies , the vast majority, 
including the educated people, still believe in magic and superstition 
Although each ethnic community has its own unique system of 
supe r natural beliefs, a cross - communal exchange of supernatural 
ideas and practices takes place among the different ethnic communities 
For example , many of my Portuguese Eurasian respondents had, at one 
time or other , sought the help of Malay ' bomohs ' and Chinese ' sin -
sehs ' . When the Charismatic Movement was introduced ~nto the 
settlement , these people were attracted to it because of the healing 
sessions that were conducted by Mr . Rodrigo . Given this cultural 
condition , the Charismatic Renewal Movement is easily accepttld by 
many Malaysians· because it has features which do not conflict with 
supe r natu r al ethos that is widespread in Malaysia . 
The spread of the movement among the Catholics in Malaysia and 
especially in Malacca is also due largely to the open acceptance of 
the movement by the Pope himse l f . The situation is further enhanced 
by the acceptance of many Catholic priests who , by their presence 
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in the various Catholic Charismatic groups, bestow an air of 
respectability to the groups and to the movement. On the other 
hand, the official disapproval from the Anglican Bishop of West 
Malaysia and the fact that no Anglican priest has openly declared 
himself a Charismatic has prevented many Anglican Charismatics from 
openly participating in the Movement ' s activities . However, this 
has not prevented the Anglican Charismatics from having fellowship 
with Charismat]cs from othe r groups and from spreading the Movement 
to fellow Anglicans. Reports from my Anglican Charismatic respondents 
and Father Andrew have confirmed that there are many Anglican 
Charismatics in West Malaysia who participate in the movement on the 
quiet for fear of being expelled from the Anglican Church . 
In Malacca and generally in Malaysia, more people are attracted 
to the Pentecostal Charismatic groups . These groups boast of gaining 
more and more Charismatics from Christian denominations as well as 
those from non - Christian faiths . Unlike the Charismatic groups 
that emerge from main line Churches which to an extent, still adhere 
to the traditions set by the Churches , the Pentecostal Charismatic 
groups are not b0und by such traditions . As such , these groups 
practise more fully the concept of the ''freedom of worship". Due 
to this flexible form of worship , more young people than old are 
attracted to these groups . 
The infiltration of foreign Christian groups such as the 
Full Gospel Businessmen ' s Fellowship International into the 
country has further spread the Charismatic Renewal in Malaysia . 
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Malaysia is in a transitionary phase of progress and development. 
The years under the colonial rule have instilled the idea ~nto 
the average Malaysian that Westerners are superior and more advanced. 
Foreign ideas, especially those from the ' advanced West' would 
therefore appeal somewhat greatly to the Malaysian public . The 
same can be said of the Charismatic Renewal Movement . New 
Charismatic ideas brought in by foreign Christian groups would be 
well received by Malaysian Christians , especially the new converts 
who desire and are ''hungry for the Word" . The invitation of 
foreign speakers and especially faith healers by this group (FGBFI) 
are main attractions that lead many Malaysians , Christians and non -
Christians, to the Movement . 
The Charismatic Movement has been used by some, especially those 
from the middle and upper middle classes, as a means of status 
elevation . In this study of the Catholic Charismatic groups, the 
acquisition and display of the gifts of the Spirit , especially the 
speaking of tongues, by the members of the Holy Baptism group is 
seen as a means of acquiring status . Among the lower class 
Charismatics as those in the Spirit Within and Divine Light groups, 
the gift of tongues has been humbly accepted and no attempt has 
been made to publicise it. This finding corresponds to Schwartz ' s 
(1970) theory that Spirit Baptism confers unique prestige and that 
their involvement in the Charismatic Movement is consonant with 
their position in society . If ~he Charismatic Renewal Movement 
is viewed as a way of gaining status, it is possible that it may 
be attractive to those, who having achieved a certain position in 
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society, wish to elevate it through religion . The Cha risma tic 
Movement may therefore also be spread in this fashion. 
From the findings of this research, the Charismatic Ren ewal 
Movement has gained members from Christian and non - Christlan 
faiths , the poor and the rich and the lower and upper classes. It 
is not surprising that the movement should gain popularity among 
the Malaysian society for to a larg~ extent, it functions to 
answer both mundane and spiritual problems . The belief that the 
Holy Spirit is working in and through the Charismatic communities 
has become increasin5ly stronger and the solution of secular 
problems is testimony of the efficacy of the Spirit . 
The Charismatic Movement in Malaysia appears to receive 
support f r om many Christians . To a very great extent, it serves 
to integrate Christians from the various denomination3. When one 
is in the company of Charismatics, the questions often asked are 
"Are you a Ctlarismat..ic?" or " Are you baptised in the Spirit? ", 
instead of "Are you a Catholic?" or " Are you a Protestant?" . In 
the Charismatic Renewal, everyone is united in the Spirit . There 
is one uncomplicated ideology and one common aim , that is to receive 
the infilling of the spirit. Indeed , the future of the Charismatic 
Renewal Movement in Malaysia looks promising . The increasing r.umber 
of Malaysians , Christlans and non - Christians , participating openly 
and sec r etly in the movement today is evidence of its popularity 
and this ultimately ensures its survival and continuity . 
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